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The era of conversations has arrived and WhatsApp is the king.
 
SMS and emails are old news and if you don't want your startup communications to
end up in the spam folder, you need to communicate with your customers on their
preferred channel.
 
It doesn't matter if you are part of the marketing, sales, product development, or
customer service department. A startup needs to constantly talk to its customers to
validate its hypothesis, grow and achieve goals.

WhatsApp will help you do this and much more...
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Challenges faced by startups in the conversational environment, both

externally and internally.

Opportunities that WhatsApp Cloud API offers to startups.

How WhatsApp can help a startup validate its value proposition, product,

and business model.

Use WhatsApp to get your first 1000 customers by accompanying them

through the customer journey.

In short, how WhatsApp can help you validate your startup, make it grow, and scale.
 
Let's get started!

With this guide, our goal has been to analyze, together with dozens of startups, the
challenges they face and how a tool like WhatsApp can help them to overcome them.
 
We will cover topics such as:

 1.  Introduction  
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Adopting a customer-centric approach
reduces risks and increases the
chances of startup success. It's as
simple as that.
 
To build successful companies,
entrepreneurs must focus on solving
customer problems rather than their
own ideas.
 
In general, startups often build and test
their ideas using the lean startup
methodology.

They teach how they must "fail fast" to
get to the right solution.

The problem is that most
entrepreneurs do a great job failing. 

To begin with, we will take a look at the challenges that startups face in their creation
and growth process. Specifically, we will focus on those that have a conversational
component.
 
Interestingly, if we look at the most successful startups in recent years, all of them have a
customer-centric approach. 
 
This approach needs conversations as an integral part of their strategy, and that is where
a channel like WhatsApp offers tremendous value.
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Customer-centric
approach and conversations 

 2.  Startup conversational challenges

"According to a Harvard report

95% of new products fail.
According to another McKinsey

report when companies try to

change, they fail 70% of the
time"

https://woztell.com/whatsapp-business-platform-2/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=footer&utm_campaign=en-startupwp-sg-wa-Srtup
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Customer-centric startups have a competitive advantage from day one. As they grow and
adapt with customers in mind, they create meaningful products, strong experiences and
loyal customers.

This is why they fail less and validate their hypotheses faster.

Building a company around customer experience puts startups on the path to long-term
success. 

It goes without saying that to better
understand your customer, you have to
talk to them. 
 
But not only will you have to talk to
your customers. You also should build
your startup through a series of
conversations with people that
complement your own vision: advisors,
partners, investors, employees and
even competitors.

There are big differences in how to
approach these conversations, since
the focus that each of them have will
be different.

Constant communication
with customers "On the one hand, your customers

don't care about the features or

solutions you build, they care

about solving their problems."

"On the other hand, investors

don’t care about your solution or

your customers. They care about

the scalability of your business

model and their ROI."

https://woztell.com/whatsapp-business-platform-2/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=footer&utm_campaign=en-startupwp-sg-wa-Srtup


 Marketing overwhelms leads with generic ads.
 They spam the database with impersonal emails.
 Sales continues a robotic qualification process just following scripts.
 There is a chase for every lead.
 Support tickets and live chat conversations overwhelm the customer
care team..

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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As a startup, you must move in both worlds. 

You have the pressure of fundraising and sharing your “big vision“ with potential investors.
But, as we mentioned, you must always make sure that your customers solve their
problems thanks to what you offer them. Otherwise, no matter how much your investors
fall in love with you, you will never be able to grow your startup.

Going back to the concept of a customer-centric startup, your whole company should
live by this philosophy. If we all did this, we would understand the customer much better
and solve more of their problems.

Sounds great, doesn't it?

Unfortunately, in the real world, this is a concept that startups pursue in 90% of the cases,
but not apply.
 
Let's look at an example:
 
What happens in reality is that marketing overwhelms leads with generic ads and spams
the database with impersonal emails ignoring responses, sales on the other hand,
continues its robotic qualification process, focusing on carefully crafted scripts and
chasing every lead to sell what they have provided.
 
What happens is a series of unfortunate events:

Sounds familiar?
 
Growing a startup with that series
event is a guaranteed failure.

Startup grow is about solving your

customer problems and, once

again, to solve your customers'

problems, you have to talk to

them. 
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What if you could transform your business model from common acquisition and
retention model funnels with lead generation, qualification, etc... to a model where
conversations are part of the entire customer journey?
 
You would get an invaluable amount of feedback from every part of the process on an
ongoing basis. This will give you a huge competitive advantage over your competitors
thanks to a deep understanding of your customers and their problems. This is a way to
develop solutions that they are actually willing to pay for repeatedly.
 
This is where a tool like WhatsApp can be an ally.

https://woztell.com/whatsapp-business-platform-2/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=footer&utm_campaign=en-startupwp-sg-wa-Srtup
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New era of conversational challenges 

There are some basic communications issues that all companies have in common. 
 
There has been a shift to messaging, and users don't want to change the way they
communicate with their friends and family to talk to a company. They seek that
familiarity and closeness (always without exceeding the limits of education), but above
all, they seek to feel listened to.
 
The solutions and tools are already available, and now the ball is in our court. 
 
We have worked with some of them and we already know their weaknesses. Let's take a
look and see if your startup faces them.

Communication challenges

Sometimes trends can be overwhelming due to their ever-changing nature. However,
there are a few basics that we have compiled for you.

https://woztell.com/whatsapp-business-platform-2/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=footer&utm_campaign=en-startupwp-sg-wa-Srtup
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Users don't care for emails anymore

If you're like anyone else, you probably have a list of unread company emails. At the time
of writing these lines, I can see more than 3k unread messages in my email. 
 
It's not that they're poor quality or don't have interesting content; users are saturated.

Many startups are still working on ultra-complex email sequences that have worse open
and interaction rates by the day. And that's not all, the new generations see email as
outdated. They ignore their mailboxes and that is a fact that won't change.

Let's take an example: 

An email open rate that is

considered a success with a

healthy database can be between

15% and 35%. 

 More than 90%.

You can find these numbers with a simple Google search. They belong to real companies
that have worked hard on their lead list and are excellent at segmentation and
communication.
 
These numbers, which you can find with a simple Google search, are numbers from
companies that have worked extensively on their lead lists and are excellent at
segmenting and communicating their message.
 
And if you don't have their resources, the number goes down to 5% and 15% at best.

But what about the open rates for a WhatsApp message?

https://woztell.com/whatsapp-business-platform-2/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=footer&utm_campaign=en-startupwp-sg-wa-Srtup
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And it's not because the message is better or better segmented, it's because customers
would rather read a WhatsApp than an email- simple as that.
 
We have only mentioned the open rate but when we analyze the interaction rates,
WhatsApp numbers skyrocket compared to email.
 
Why is that? 
Because you're not asking them to do something, you're asking them to talk to you.
 
You're not working with a lead, you've just generated a conversation.

Phone calls, SMS and emails don't provide a smooth experience 

These three are the preferred communication channels for connecting users and
companies. It's traditional, it's what we are used to... and yet, inefficient.
 
If we analyze the three means of contact preferred by companies, they all have one thing
in common: they are not adapted to the lifestyle of customers.
 
Phone calls are intrusive, they cut off what we are doing, and the most frequent answer
to the question "Do you have a minute to..." will be a resounding no.

What usually happens during a conversation is that the company wants to sell a product,
but doesn't intend to listen to what the customer says.
 
If the customer is really interested, then they will find that info when they want and
where they want it.

https://woztell.com/whatsapp-business-platform-2/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=footer&utm_campaign=en-startupwp-sg-wa-Srtup
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That's where phone calls fail, and even more so, SMS. This is the most limited
communication channel because it doesn't even allow real interaction.
 
As for emails, we have already talked about them, so there is little to add.
 
A seamless experience requires a communication tailored to customers. Without
pressure, making them feel heard and in the channels of their choice.

Pay attention to this statistic

However, the real problem is that some
companies are not ready or equipped
to jump on the messaging
bandwagon. They think it will be more
costly and difficult to manage.
 
There is a lack of education and
knowledge about the real potential of
messaging for any type of business.
 
Instant messaging is the preferred
channel for your customers. Through
instant messaging we can all
communicate with our customers
during the entire customer journey.

Just for your info, in all the testing
we've done, customers have happily
adapted to a company contacting
them via WhatsApp.

Users prefer a messaging
experience 75% of adults surveyed in 2020

said they preferred to

communicate with a company via

messaging (Business Messaging

Research Study, September 2020) 
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The sales process experience via WhatsApp is different from traditional media. Now the
customer can interact when they want, have all the information and can ask a question
at any time.
 
Now, let's talk about the marketing communications for companies. 
 
Through WhatsApp, we can be sure that those customers who give us their consent and
are really interested in what we are offering them. Increasing the effectiveness of
campaigns through WhatsApp now is a reality for you.
 
These are just some examples of how our customers prefer conversations over any other
way of contacting them.
 
Add to all this the direct feedback we will get from them thanks to a channel that leaves
this possibility open. And not only that, it enhances it.

Ads are worn out  

Last but not least, it's time to discuss the ads tendencies.
 
In marketing, ads have been the bread and butter since its inception. Since the
beginning of the digital age, ads have been boosted to unimaginable limits.
 
Do they still work? Absolutely.
 
However, they depend on a budget that not all startups have available.

More info woztell.com
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By their results, this means that companies will keep competing for the attention of
users, which requires a bigger monetary inversion. 

In addition, the consumer is becoming more and more educated to ignore advertising. 

And the situation is only going to get
worse for companies that want to
advertise their products.
 
What is the alternative that
companies have been adopting over
the last few years?
 
Create inbound strategies that
prompt consumers to give their
contact details and jump into creating
email marketing sequences next.
 
We already discussed the issues with
emails, and now we have to stop
looking for leads and start looking for
conversations that will generate more
opportunities.

 70%-80% of users ignore

sponsored search results. 
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Users no longer care about emails.
Phone calls, SMS and emails don't provide a seamless experience.
Users prefer a messaging experience.
Ads are worn out.

We need to embrace a customer-centric philosophy
Obtain quality feedback from the entire customer journey.
And worry about validating our business model and growing our startup.

We have an idea of the conversational challenges you are going to face with your startup,
so now it's time to establish a starting point to solve them.

Let's recap:

In addition, we have the inherent challenges of a startup:
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3. Conversations are the next opportunity
for startups
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WhatsApp is everywhere

With more than two billion people using the platform around the world, WhatsApp
gives startups (and all kinds of businesses) the power to connect with customers at scale
through messaging.

WhatsApp is designed to be conversational

Unlike email or traditional advertising, WhatsApp works for two-way conversations that
help drive business results. 
 
Get closer to your customers through conversational threads that streamline
interactions through automated dialogues or by directing users to personalized
experiences with your sales or support team.
 
Help them through the buying process, offer post-sales support or simply ask them how
their experience has been. The possibilities are endless.
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How these challenges could become
opportunities

Let's start talking about how WhatsApp can really help your startup.
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With WhatsApp, you'll create seamless user experiences that involve fewer context
switches and more interactions with features that help drive engagement and business
results.
 
The WhatsApp Cloud API gives you interactive experiences that you can deliver to your
customers such as button messages, lists, or product galleries.

These types of interactions on WhatsApp are so new that you will be able to surprise your
customers with them.
 
Imagine what your startup can do with them!

The WhatsApp Business Platform helps businesses deliver high-quality experiences that
build long-term customer relationships.

WhatsApp uses user feedback to maintain a high-quality experience on the platform,
and helps businesses focus on use cases that build long-term relationships with
customers.

When you generate quality relationships with your customers, they will come back to
you.

Privacy and trust are key these days

Use engaging features to help drive richer interactions
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Empresa

Alimentación

Pintor Soroya, 62 bajo
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Customers need to feel confident in who they are interacting with

Through business verification and connected accounts, your customers can feel
confident when they connect with your business on WhatsApp.

Easily link your Facebook, Instagram and WhatsApp accounts for social proof and a
seamless multi-channel experience. In times of spam and pishing, the security that
WhatsApp helps us ensure is going to become a quality standard demanded by users.
 
Get ahead of it to earn their trust.

Private conversations stay private

All WhatsApp messages, including messages between individuals and businesses, are
protected. It works like this: through the industry-leading Signal encryption protocol
that protects messages from before you send them to when they arrive at destination.
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WhatsApp offers startups the ability to automate, scale and rapidly deploy a modern
conversational messaging solution.
 
The cloud version of the API allows to connect existing systems, meaning startups spend
less time maintaining infrastructure and more time delivering differentiated services.

Automate, integrate and scale

WhatsApp enables businesses to provide more efficient, always-on support with tools
that allow agents to hold and resolve multiple conversations at once.

Businesses can also use automation and chatbots to implement after-hours
conversation management and routing so that their customers always have access to a
resolution.

A flexible API means developers have the power to create better experiences

WhatsApp is a robust yet practical enterprise messaging solution that gives developers
the ability to create the experiences their customers will love.
 
This opens up possibilities for a startup, even in the design of their products. They can
seamlessly integrate WhatsApp as an internal communication channel and automate
messages and notifications with their customer.

Scale always-on communications
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Up to 45-60% of click-through and
conversion rate.

WhatsApp has an open rate of 98% over
the 20% obtained by emails and SMS.
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WhatsApp statistics

WhatsApp has more than 2 billion users (2021).
More than 100 billion messages are exchanged on WhatsApp daily.
19.4 hours/ Month spent by each user on WhatsApp.
Last year there were 600 million WhatsApp downloads, making it Facebook's most
downloaded app.
WhatsApp is used in more than 180 countries and, according to statistics, is the most
popular messaging app in all but 25 of them.

The opportunity for any startup using WhatsApp is enormous. Let's discover some of the
numbers that the platform offers.
 
In our opinion, it will help to get a better idea of the dimension it has and the impact it
can have on your startup.
 
Let's start with a series of quick facts:

Brutal, isn't it? There is no other messaging application that has the scope of
communication with customers.

Moreover, here are a few additional statistics:

https://woztell.com/whatsapp-business-platform-2/?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=footer&utm_campaign=en-startupwp-sg-wa-Srtup
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WhatsApp is the most popular messenger app.

Favorite social
media platform

Source: Hootsuite Digital
Trends Report
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Frecquency of WhatsApp use In the United States as of 3rd quarted 2020
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19% 27% 20% 17% 13%

WhatsApp is the most used app by common startup customer age profiles.
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People started using WhatsApp as a way to contact businesses for several things..
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Speed and interaction are the most relevant reasons for contacting a
business through WhatsApp.
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To work with WhatsApp Cloud API, we first need to explain what the WhatsApp
Business Platform is and what it is not.

This version is an API that you can
connect with other messaging
softwares to interact with your
customers' personal WhatsApp. 
There are no limits to the interface, so
you can program different types of
functionalities that would otherwise
not be available.
 
To sum up, it is a paid service operated
through the company's infrastructure.
 
For example, at WOZTELL, we offer a
service where our clients have at their
disposal a pre-designed interface that
allows them to exploit the benefits of
the platform without the need for
integration with existing systems.

What is the WhatsApp Business Platform? 

Unlike WhatsApp Messenger and WhatsApp Business, the WhatsApp Business Platform
is not an app but a programming interface that allows you to connect at scale.
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WhatsApp Cloud API introduction

Some of the main features of WhatsApp Business Platform (API) are:

It can connect thousands of agents as well as bots to interact with

customers automatically and manually.

It offers the option of account verification (green check mark).

It can integrate with numerous systems such as CRM and marketing

automation platforms.

It also allows exclusive use of WhatsApp interactive elements (such as

buttons or lists) that would otherwise not be available.
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To use the platform, it is necessary to install it on the company's servers or use a third-
party service to connect to it such as the one that we offer.

About the conversational pricing of WhatsApp

Businesses will be charged per conversation, which includes all messages delivered
within a 24-hour period.
 
You can find the updated information here.

How it works

WhatsApp Business API conversations fall into two differently priced categories:

User-initiated: the user sends the first message. They are typical for

customer care and general support inquiries.

Business-initiated: the business sends the message. You can use them to

send post-purchase notifications.

In order to start a business-initiated conversation, you must use templates.This type of
messages allows businesses to send structured pre-created, pre- approved templates.

If you want to create your first template, you can do so via the WhatsApp Business
Manager.

All conversations are measured in 24-hour increments, or “sessions”, that start whenever
the first message from a business is delivered. The first message can be initiated by the
business (business-initiated) or a business reply within 24 hours of a user message (user-
initiated). 
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Free Tier Conversations

The first 1,000 conversations each month will be free, so your business can start to build
experiences your customers will love before having to pay. Free tier conversations can be
business-initiated or user-initiated.

Free Entry Points Conversations

Businesses won't be charged when a user starts messaging using a call-to-action button
or when they click on an ad to WhatsApp, only the standard price for the ad. Users are
the only ones that can initiate a free entry point conversation. However, the next
conversations with the user will be charged.

What is The WhatsApp Cloud API? 

Launched on May 19, 2022, the Cloud API is a more scalable version of the WhatsApp
Business platform that allows businesses to grow their messaging strategy faster and is
hosted directly on META.
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Thanks to Cloud API, the costs associated with the platform's infrastructure and servers
disappear.
 
In any case, if the project requires it, it is still possible to install WhatsApp Business
Platform on the company's servers.

Makes it easier to get access to new features: The Cloud API will

become the preferred platform for new, interactive features that enable

commerce and automation. 

More scalable: The Cloud API scales easily and at no cost, allowing

businesses to grow their messaging seamlessly. 

Cost savings: The hosting services provided by the Cloud API are free, so

you can invest in messaging growth rather than infrastructure and

maintenance. 

Security and privacy: With the Cloud API, every WhatsApp message

continues to be protected by the Signal protocol encryption. This means

messages with a WhatsApp Business Account are securely delivered to the

destination chosen by each business

How can you work with Cloud API?

Depending on whether you have a development team and the resources to deal with it,
you can connect to the Cloud API yourself and develop custom solutions for your
startup.
 
You can also work with one of WhatsApp's Business Solution Providers (such as
WOZTELL) so that they can provide you with access to the API and the features they
have already developed.
 
Now that you understand how the most powerful version of WhatsApp works, let's
analyze how to, in practice, apply it in your startup.
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We come to the key point of the paper

But first, let's talk about the general
use cases for which you can use
WhatsApp Cloud API:: 

Push messages

You can achieve a greater impact on your customers by sending push notifications
through their most used channel. Convert more and achieve your goals at a lower cost
than SMS and with a higher open rate than email.
 
They are amazing for working on promotions, sales follow-ups, nurturing sequences or
receiving feedback.
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4. WhatsApp as global a solution for
startups

"How a startup can concretely

apply the WhatsApp solution to

achieve its goals"
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Interactive messages

List messages and Reply buttons are new messaging features that give people a simpler
way to make a selection when speaking with a business’s chatbot or agent on WhatsApp.
 
Based on WhatsApp testing, here are some of the key benefits of using interactive
messaging:
 
User comprehension: During testing, people had higher levels of comprehension, and
lower abandonment rates than chatbots using text-based lists.
 
Personalized: They are dynamically filled in real time, so they can be customized
according to the customer or the situation. For example, you can display a list message of
available time slots available to book an appointment, or use response buttons to display
previous delivery addresses. 

Live chat management

Connect your agents and customers in an easy and centralized way. Boost your business
efficiency by managing various entry points, multiple agents, and your WhatsApp
conversations in the same place.
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Chatbots

Increase customer satisfaction with a WhatsApp chatbot that can work for you and your
customers 24/7, increasing your sales, reducing costs, and improving customer
satisfaction.

Integrations and Automation

With the WhatsApp API, you will be able to automate most of your daily tasks to
improve efficiency. Also, it's possible to integrate WhatsApp Cloud API with any software.

Whether you are familiar with the customer journey concept or not, now is the time to
take a look at how WhatsApp can help at each stage. 
 
From the first contact to the moment a customer recommends your product, WhatsApp
is the tool you need.
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Users prefer a messaging experience
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Awareness

As icing on the cake, you will get feedback on your needs at this stage and information
on how you perform, which is usually difficult to find. 
 
At this stage, the job you have to do with WhatsApp is to make sure that the customer
finds you and starts a conversation. This is where WhatsApp entry points come into play.
 
Let's talk a little more about them.

The reason a startup exists is to fill a need that existed. You've identified a need and
you've developed a new solution for it.
 
So, in the first step of the journey, the customer has just become aware that they have
that need. And they start looking at the different options on the market to choose the
one that suits them best.
 
Offering the option to contact you via WhatsApp will make you stand out from other
competitors. And it is a sign of availability to have it configured on your website or social
channels.
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Awareness

At this stage of their journey, the
customer has many questions.
Providing a direct and familiar channel
for them to ask you questions will give
them confidence. And, while helping
them move forward in solving the
problem, you will position yourself in
their mind as "the one to help them".
 
It will also allow you to capture a new
conversation (remember that we are no
longer talking about leads, but
conversations), at an early stage, which
you can nurture and convert into a
future opportunity.
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Click-to-chat: a simple wa.me link that you can paste into any field that

allows a URL, such as a social media bio. 

Social media posts: Whether it's a wa.me link, or even a QR code, you can

paste them into a post to invite users to contact you.

Any webpage: there are plug-ins that allow you to install a WhatsApp button

on your website and make it easy to open a conversation. 

Social media profiles: Another entry point that works very well is to use your

social networks and paste your WhatsApp number. Currently Facebook and

Instagram have it implemented natively, but it is easy to add it also in other

networks such as LinkedIn or Youtube.

Real-life entry points: Since QR codes exist, you can put a link anywhere.

This opens up great possibilities to start conversations with customers. You

can put them on your product, business cards, merchandising or even on a T-

shirt.

WhatsApp entry points

When we talk about entry points, we are referring to the different gateways that a startup
can set up to attract users to its WhatsApp.
 
One of the key aspects of this channel is that the user is the one who has to send the first
message. But that doesn't mean that you can't facilitate their arrival. 

Organic entry points: 

Without payment, this is where the user finds one of WhatsApp's "doors" and takes the
initiative to contact a business. 
 
Some examples are: 
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"This can be done manually with

agents or through automation or

chatbots."

Social media ads: Facebook and Instagram now give the option to add a

button that opens a WhatsApp conversation from an ad.

Search engines: the typical ads that appear on Google or Bing, now lead

to a WhatsApp conversation.

Traditional advertising: QR codes are now used in both the digital and

physical world. If you advertise in any traditional format, you can add a QR

code to open WhatsApp.

Paid entry points

Instead of sending users to your website or even to a form, you can now set up ads with
the option to contact them via WhatsApp.
 
You can use them in:

You should always remember that your objective in this stage is to provide necessary
information to keep talking to them. 

Here's a pro tip: you can also send content
related to their questions via WhatsApp. 
If it's useful for them and accept your
communications, they will receive
relevant content and you will have an
efficient WhatsApp funnel in place.
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Use case: SaaS automated
discovery questions after a
customer-initiated
conversation

Awareness

Business: WhatsStartup 

Problem: We do not have agents
or resources to provide 24/7
assistance to customers asking
basic questions.

Solution: Create a chatbot in
WhatsApp that answers basic
questions automatically.

Use case: ecommerce
entry points strategy 
to WhatsApp live chat

Awareness

Business: WhatsStartup 

Problem: The visits we get on the
website and social networks with
the generated content are not
converted into opportunities. 

Solution: Establish a web and
social media entry point strategy
using "talk to us" buttons with
WhatsApp branding...
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The WhatsApp option automatically
positions itself in the mind of your potential
customer as a conversation that can
continue over time. 
 
You will gain a conversation that can easily
turn into an opportunity.

Consideration 

The user is presented with different options and now evaluates which one will be the
winner.

Normally, this is the phase in which specific doubts and questions arise. They can be
about anything related to the product or even about frequently asked questions such as
shipping costs or return policy.
 
If you decide to set up only one email to contact you, you are handing the opportunity to
any other competitor to snatch the customer away from you. Emails are not exactly
known for their immediacy of communication.

Consideration
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"How a startup can concretely

apply the WhatsApp solution to

achieve its goals"

Product information: perhaps one of the stellar uses of WhatsApp. Here

you can send a template with all the information or set up a list message

with the different features. Or reply to them in a live conversation.

How to use: if your product is new and difficult to understand for a new

user, you can use WhatsApp to explain the features. Send a video tutorial, a

PDF with instructions or help to book a demo. The choice is yours!

FAQs chatbot: templates allow you to automate responses, but a chatbot

is the answer to setting up full conversations. This is a simple chatbot that

you can easily set up to serve customers 24/7.

How to use WhatsApp in this phase: 
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FAQ product support with
a WhatsApp chatbot 24/7
with pass to an agent

Consideration

Business: WhatsStartup 

Problem: In addition to using a
chatbot to answer FAQs, many
customers want to speak to an
agent. 

Solution: Add the option to "talk
to an agent" to the chatbot and
have it redirect to a live chat at
times when they are available..
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WhatsApp lead magnet: Just as we use email and landing pages to capture customer

information and then nurture it, you can do so with WhatsApp. By installing an

automation to automatically collect data and then send your lead magnet (a video,

PDF or any of the file types allowed by WhatsApp).

WhatsApp webinar automatic signup: Similar to the previous case, you can offer

registration to a webinar via WhatsApp. The power of this lies in the fact that you can

do this to capture the data the first time, invite to subsequent webinars and send

reminders via push notifications.

Initiation of the sales process and customer qualification: One of the star applications

of WhatsApp. Combining live chat with interactive messages and automations, you

can build pre-sales and sales processes. That will not only improve your conversion

rates, but will make our customer delighted
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Use case: Facebook ads to
WhatsApp conversations
to webinar registration

Consideration

Business: WhatsStartup 

Problem: Conversion rates to
webinar registrations are low,
we want to test WhatsApp for
registration generation..

Solution: Create a virtual
assistant that automatically
collects data
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Purchase

Purchase 

We'd love to tell you that users can buy directly through WhatsApp, but it's not yet an
option. (However, there are some pilot programs in Brazil and India that are testing it.)

That doesn't mean you can't facilitate it.

It is common in any type of business that the number of users decreases the longer they
stay in the customer journey. For us, this is an opportunity to turn the tables and
minimize the number of abandonments.

How to use WhatsApp in this phase:
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With WhatsApp, customers can find
what they need and discover relevant
new products without ever leaving a
conversation on WhatsApp.
 
For example, lists enable customers to
shop many products at once, and add
them to their cart in fewer taps. Lists will
always reflect the latest item
descriptions, stock levels, and pricing,
providing customers with the most
efficient shopping experience possible.

Catalog link: when the user shows interest in one of your products, you can send

via WhatsApp a link to the one they want and make things even easier for them.

Checkout: as we have mentioned, the option to pay through a WhatsApp

conversation is not yet available everywhere. If this is your case, the solution is to

send an external link to proceed with the payment on your website.

Stock availability: if a user expressed interest in a product but it was out of stock

at the time, you can send them a message via WhatsApp to inform them that

units are available again.

Product lists: send a customer personalized product recommendations for

higher conversions and increased sales.

Abandoned cart: whether you are an ecommerce or a service, you will have cart

abandonment. Use WhatsApp to send an automated message to those who

have not completed the process.
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Use case: A business sends
a customer personalized
product recommendations
for higher conversions and
increased sales.

Purchase

Business: WhatsStartup 

Problem: Customers ask for
different types of products on
WhatsApp. 

Solution: Send a product
template with
recommendations..
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Use case: A business
provides real-time product
recommendations for
 a conversation with a
customer
Business: WhatsStartup 

Problem: Increase conversion
rates with personalized
recommendations for each
customer
Solution: Use list messaging to
dynamically deliver personalized
messages to customers

Purchase
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Use case: An automated
message is sent after an
abandoned cart

Purchase

Business: WhatsStartup 

Problem: Cart abandonment rates
are high and recovery emails have
a very low recovery rate.

Solution: Use a WhatsApp to offer
an offer to the customer if they
retrieve the cart using a
promotional code
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Use case: A business
proactively reaches out to a
customer about a phone
upgrade.

Business: WhatsStartup 

Problem: Customers buy products
but not the accessories associated
with them..

Solution:  Send an automatic
message after the order is placed
to make an up-sell.

Purchase
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Customer care and retention

The journey does not end when the purchase is completed. In any case, for a startup it is
just the beginning.

It is important to create strategies that
encourage customers to return and
create lasting business relationships.
Think about all the stages the
customer has gone through, the time
invested, the effort... it would be a
shame to throw it all away without a
proper communication strategy. 

This is the time to leave a positive
impact on your customers' minds that
will make them come back for more.

Not only should you want your
customers to come back to buy again,
but also for them to receive the best
customer service. This stage offers the
opportunity to collect their opinion
and feedback on the product or
service.

How to use WhatsApp in this phase

Order status and tracking: if you have to proceed with a shipment, it is

ideal to make it as automated as possible. You can send the order update

and tracking number and information via WhatsApp for customers to

check when and where they want.

Complaints management: It's not ideal to manage complaints, but it's a

problem that no company can avoid. Now, with the help of WhatsApp you

can handle them on your customers' favorite channel.

Retention
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Cross-selling and up-selling: you can increase the value of the ticket by

offering similar (cross-selling) or complementary (up-selling) products.

Sending recommendations and coupons to encourage a sale is as simple as

setting up a WhatsApp push to send.  

Customer care: your customers will need help using your product. Both

reactively and proactively, you can use the WhatsApp channel to offer help

and thus build customer loyalty.

Customer success: In general, customer success programs usually work with

personalized communication. WhatsApp will allow you to offer a much

closer and personalized follow-up.

Feedback and product rating: From NPS to a simple product rating, it is

mandatory for any startup to know the satisfaction of its customers. A list

message is ideal to obtain this information.

Use case: A upsell with
discount push message

Business: WhatsStartup 

Problem: Problem: It is necessary
to increase the average customer
ticket in order to meet the
objectives set.

Solution:  Offer service plan
upgrades at a discount via push
messages.

Retention
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Use case:  A chatbot for
customer care automation

Retention

Business: WhatsStartup 

Problem: The support team is
overloaded with tickets.

Solution:  Have a chatbot respond
to all basic tickets and allow agent
escalation for more complex
requests

Use case: An automated
learning program delivered
on WhatsApp

Business: WhatsStartup 

Problem: : Our solution requires
the customer to have a learning
process..

Solution: Automate a sequence of
messages on WhatsApp in which
he is offered the training he needs
by chapters.

Retention
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Use case: NPS and
feedback reques

Retention

Business: WhatsStartup 

Problem:  We need constant
feedback from our customers to
validate and improve our product.

Solution:  Create an automatic
notification after one month of
using the service asking for NPS
and feedback on the product.
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You have reached the end of our whitepaper.

Our goal has always been to provide startups with enough knowledge about WhatsApp
Cloud API and its applications to start to apply it to their projects.

We hope it will serve as a starting point and inspire as many startups as possible to
consider WhatsApp Cloud API as a real and fully integrated option in their strategies. 

We really think the value it can offer is extreme.
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